Reasoning about apparent contradictions: resolution strategies and positive-negative asymmetries.
Apparent contradictions, e.g. Did Susan like her supper?--Yes and no, involve asserting and denying the same proposition. They therefore violate the classical law of non-contradiction, suggesting the use of non-classical interpretive structures in natural language and reasoning. Experiment 1 explores the range of such interpretive structures available to adults (n = 24) in their reasoning about an apparent contradiction. Experiment 2 uses a similar task to study the emergence of these interpretive structures in young children's reasoning (3;6 to 8;4, n = 48). Results suggest an early facility with resolution strategies relating to object structure (as in, Maybe Susan liked one part of supper but didn't like another part) and an initial tendency to focus on the negative by referring to it first (as in, Maybe Susan didn't like one part of supper but did like another part). We discuss the results in terms of the natural logic of objects and their properties, and the logical resources available to young children.